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Gaian’s Monthly Newsletter

August – The Month Of Independence

At the stroke of the midnight hour, when the world sleeps,

India will awake to life and freedom. 

- Jawaharlal Nehru.

This year, India will celebrate the 75th year of

Independence. After 200 years of tormenting colonial

rule, the Indian Freedom struggle finally paid off when

the British were chased out of the Indian Subcontinent in

August 1947.

Freedom Fighters along with the citizens, of all ages,

celebrated Independence on one side of the weighing

scale. While the other side of the same scale was filled

with bloodshed, riots, and communal violence, as the

Indian Subcontinent was about to undergo Partition that

would result in India and Pakistan.

Yet, we keep our past behind and celebrate this

monumental struggle of freedom from the Colonial Raj

with our heads held high, just like what Gurudev Tagore

prayed for.

Jai Hind ! Vande Mataram !

*via The Times Of India
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Founder & CEO

We are always on the 
hunt for exceptional 
talent like you. To top 
that off, this year, we 
are hiring aggressively 
to expand globally, 
build better, and 
develop new ideas. 
And there are no 
better brand 
ambassadors of the 
Gaian Family than all 
of you. So, refer your 
friends and earn 
rewards up to 
₹1,00,000/-.

Current Open 
Positions:

• Backend/Java 
Developer

• Technical Support 
Engineer

• Sr. Technical Writer
• Professional Services 

Engineer
• QA Engineer Manual
• IT Manager
• Frontend Architect
• QA Automation 

engineer
• DevOps Engineer
• Business Analyst
• Embedded Multi Media 

Developer
• Android Developer

We 
are 

Growing!
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August 2021 has been a lay low for the Virus in India when

compared to the first half of the year. But the concern doesn’t

go down as the experts say that the country awaits a third

wave where citizens below 18 will be more affected. This is a

serious warning as we know that people under the age of 18

are not yet eligible for vaccination. Therefore, the precautions

we take like double masking, sanitization, and reduction of

traveling shouldn’t be neglected. We can work together to

prevent the havoc created by the second wave from

repeating.

#COVID19Update

Sites to visit for information: 
https://www.mohfw.gov.in/covid_vaccination/vaccination/index.html

https://www.mohfw.gov.in/pdf/Guidelinestobefollowedondetectionofsu
spectorconfirmedCOVID19case.pdf

#BrownBagSesh

Brown Bag Sessions returned to the tables of Gaian Group’s

Online Sessions with the managers. This time the Managers got

together to discuss about “How we can improve the team

engagements? How we should motivate the staff?”. A very

important topic to address to maintain a healthy office

environment.

https://www.mohfw.gov.in/covid_vaccination/vaccination/index.html


Geek Talk by Prasanna Kumar Nalam, Lead Android Developer
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In this article, You will learn how to generate a signed release build using Git

Actions for Android applications. Generating a release build on a remote system

is quite different from doing it locally.

To sign your release build, you need a debug.keystore. It will be available in the

dot android folder(.android/debug.keystore).

Storing Secrets

For security reasons, It’s important not to hard code the secrets inside the

codebase. A good way to avoid this is by using environmental variables. GitHub

provides a similar mechanism.

Open your repository on GitHub and go to the Settings tab. On the left

navigation bar, Click on Secrets:

Click New repository secret and add the following four secrets:

1. SIGNING_KEY: The base 64-encoded signing key is used to sign your app.

2. KEY_STORE_PASSWORD: The password to your signing keystore.

3. KEY_ALIAS: Alias of your signing key.

4. KEY_PASSWORD: The private key password for your signing keystore.

To generate the base 64-encoded key, run the following command in Terminal 

and copy the output string:

openssl base64 < /.android/debug.keystore | tr -d '\n' | tee 

signing_key.jks.base64.txt

In the code above, replace /.android/debug.keystore with the actual path to 

your keystore.

Generate a Signed Release Build in CI/CD Pipeline
for Android using Git Actions
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Signing the Build

Add a new job named build to the workflow, indented below the jobs tag, as 

shown below:

## 1

name: Generate a Sign APK

## Actions that will be executed when you push code currently none

on:

push:

jobs:

build:

runs-on: ubuntu-latest

steps:

# 1

- name: Checkout code

uses: actions/checkout@v2

# 2

- name: Generate Release APK

run: ./gradlew assembleRelease

# 3

- name: Sign APK

uses: r0adkll/sign-android-release@v1

# ID used to access action output

id: sign_app

with:

releaseDirectory: app/build/outputs/apk/release

signingKeyBase64: ${{ secrets.SIGNING_KEY }}

alias: ${{ secrets.KEY_ALIAS }}

keyStorePassword: ${{ secrets.KEY_STORE_PASSWORD }}

keyPassword: ${{ secrets.KEY_PASSWORD }}

# 4

- uses: actions/upload-artifact@master

with:

name: release.apk

path: ${{steps.sign_app.outputs.signedReleaseFile}}

In the code above, the build job performs multiple steps. It:

1. Checks out the code.

2. Generates a release APK using the assembleRelease Gradle task.

3. Signs the APK using the r0adkll/sign-android-release action, which is a third 

party action available on the GitHub marketplace linked earlier. This step 

uses the four secrets you added in the previous section. It also has an ID: 

sign_app.

4. Uploads the signed APK as an artifact to GitHub. This step uses the ID from the 

previous step to access its output, named signedReleaseFile.
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Commit the file to your project and push it to GitHub. Open the GitHub repository 

and go to the Actions tab. You'll see that a workflow named “Generate a Sign APK is 

running”. Wait for a few minutes and the Workflow should complete successfully.

Want to write the next Geek Talk? Mail us at editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com

Intrapreneur of the Month

Question:

We know that the idea of a tablet as an electronic device was first 

spawned around in the science fiction movie “Star Trek”.

So, which technology advancement, from a sci-fi movie, would you 

like to be a reality and why?

Mail us your answer @ editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com to feature in the next edition 

of

the Newsletter as the “Intrapreneur of the Month”.

mailto:editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com
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Want to share some more positive news around you in the next edition? 
Mail us at: editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com

Ravi Kiran Putta: 
“Performed well on all parameters like CSAT, Closures, 
backlog management, etc.”

Soham Mitra: 
“He joined a few weeks back and referred more than 

three profiles so far from his network. For the 
completion of SL certification in the first week itself.”

Rishindra Kumar: 
“To be a quick learner to work on data lake services 
independently and adapt quickly to company 
processes.”

Gurpreet Gandhi:
“To work on Kubernetes cluster setup and stable 
deployments using third-party monitoring tools.”

Anil Kumar Chandolu Vamsi Krishna Kodali

August 1st August 12th July 20th

Anumeha Singh Ran Kumar Arvind Ahmed Wajid Baig
August 13th August 22nd August 27th

Rohit Chennupati

Work Anniversaries

mailto:editor.innovation@gaiansolutions.com


Mohd. Zafar Iqbal Rakesh Babu G

August 9th August 10th August 11th

Lalitha Sagar 

Kadisingi

Chanchali 

Someswara Rao

August 13th August 17th

Sai Kumar Kolla Vedam Anand

August 24th
August 25th
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Anil Velumlapally

August 28th

Vamsi Velaga

August 28th

Uma Soni

August 30th

Hanumanth Dattatray 

Deshpande

Animesh Rath

August 12th

It’s Your Birthday

A warm welcome to our New Joiners

Sarah Erum Bhaju Prabhodini Racharla

Technical Support Executive

Support Team

Hari Krishna Cherukuri

Technical Architect

Professional Services

Technical Support Executive

Support Team

Subburaj S

Sr. SDET

Centre of Execellence


